
Information Retrieval, Fall 2022, Assignment 2

Instructor: Behrooz Mansouri (behrooz.mansouri@maine.edu)

Due: September 29, 2022

Notes for submission:

1. Submit your file(s) with the correct naming as: IR_Assignment2_StudentName

2. Two files can be uploaded, one .zip file having all the codes (directory is zipped, and it is

named codes) and one .pdf file. There would be a penalty for uploading wrong formatted files.

Any other formatting will be ignored

3. Codes should be well-structured with comments to run

4. Before October 4, codes should be available on your GitHub Repo. Failure to have codes

publicly available, results in a 20% reduction in your grade

5. Any assumptions made by students should be explicitly mentioned in the submitted

document

6. Answers to the questions should be easy to detect. For your codes, name the .ipynb files

according to the question numbers (e.g., Question1.ipynb). In your document, use the question

number and just write your answer. You should not have the question itself in your document

Question 1 (10%): Read the paper “Overview of the TREC 2021 Fair Ranking Track” (available on

course website). Summarize the paper in a page. Then include 5 questions you have about the

paper that you prefer to be discussed.

Question 2 (Extra) (10%): Read section 1.1 to 1.5 of the book “Fairness in Information Access

Systems”. Describe with an example how we distinguish between “fairness” and “bias”.

Question 3 (40%): Using the Coffee stack exchange data and posts (both question and answers),

implement a simple inverted index with counts retrieval system (Convert all the text to

lowercase, remove stop words and punctuations). To find tokens, use the NLTK tool, with word

tokenizer. Use term-at-a-time with document count as similarity score and search the following

queries:

a. espresso [information need: how to make espresso]



b. turkish coffee [information need: making Turkish coffee]

c. persian coffee [information need: making Persian coffee]

Report top-10 results for each query in one table (use post IDs). Now answer the following

questions:

a. What is the precision for each query at cut-10? (Use a table to report your numbers) Use

your reasoning to decide if the posts are relevant or not

b. Compare your results with what you had in Assignment 1 and report the similarity and

differences

c. Save your index in a TSV file and submit it. Note that in index posting have an order

Question 4 (20%): For search results in Question 3 generate TREC-formatted results. Also,

generate a qrel based on the assessment you have done for the results. Use the trec-eval tool

and report the following

a. What is the P@5 and nDCG@5 of your system?

b. Does your system work well for a specific query? Use P@10 with a ski-jump plot for your

discussion.

Question 5 (20%): Qrel and a set of runs for ARQMath Answer Retrieval task are provided. For

each run, calculate the P@10 and MRR. Measure Kendall's Tau correlation between the

measures. Are the two effectiveness measures showing the same system rankings? What is the

correlation between two measures? Discuss your answers.

HINT:

● To run the trec-eval the commands are:

o trec_eval qrel_path run_path -m recip_rank

o trec_eval qrel_path run_path -m P.10

● To calculate Kendall’s Tau, you can use spicy.stats library as:

o tau, p_value = stats.kendalltau(x1, x2)

Question 6 (10%): Explained how WordPiece is different from BPE? Use the collection seen in

session 4 lecture notes and explain the process.


